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Historical accounts of breath-hold divers can be traced back more than

2000 years, descri.bi.ng the activities among the sponge divers of Greece,
pearl divers in the Persi.an Gulf and India, and the seafood divers ofsouthern Korea and Japan  Fig. 1!. ! ~3
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In each region the skills developed independently but are basically
similar, namely, head-first descent in shallow or deep dives, the latter
being assisted by a weight. Ascent from deep dives was also assisted by
pulling up the diver with a rope. As Davis �934! wrote, breath-hold diving
was also a recognized profession in naval warfare, divers being employed to
destroy boom defenses in harbors during the siege of Tyre �33 B.C.! and
Syracuse �15 B.C.! According to Chris Lambertsen  pers. commun.! the
Frogmen of the U.S. Navy's Underwater Demolition Teams operated as breath-
hold swimmers throughout World War II. Even today breath-hold diving is
still part of the training of underwater demolition teams.

The modern scientific era of breath-hold diving might be said to have
begun in the l920's when Gito Teruoka, Director of the Institute for
Science of Labor in Japan,  Fig. 2! became concerned about the occupational
health, hazards, and strenuous physical exertion of some 25,000 women who
earned their living by diving, not for pearls, but for various types of
seafood, to depths of up to 20 meters. His meticulous observations of
diving times, patterns, depth, and alveolar gas concentration following



these dives were published in 1932 in Arbeitsphysiologie. I thi.nk it is
fair to say that his work was promptly forgotten and only rediscovered 25
years later when Dr. S. K. Hong began his studies of the Korean Ama.

Interest in breath � hold divinq re-emerged i.n the 1940's and 1950's
with increased public awareness in swimmi.ng, snorkeling, and scuba diving
as well as their associated hazards. Scientific interest began to focus on
the physiologi.cal consequences of voluntary apnea, particularly when
submersed, the changes in lung gases, chest mechanics, and cardiovascular
systems as weIl as the role played by the 02 and C02 stores of the body.
In 1965 the first International Breath-hold Symposium was held in Japan and
dedicated to Professor Teruoka  Bahn and Yokoyama, 1965!. It provided the
first comprehensive account of diving patterns and physiology of the Ama
in Japan and Korea, the first estimations of the work of diving, the first
hints that repeated dives could result in bends, and a new focus on diving
bradycardia and the importance of water temperature and body insulation.

In the intervening years much attenti.on has been focused on the
cardiovascular changes during submersion and lung compression, depth
records, and associated changes in lung mechanics and gas stores, diving
patterns, energetics and thermoregulation, and a better understanding of
the circumstances that lead to fatal accidents in competitive sports.
Unfortunately for the physiologist the breath-hold diver during descent or
ascent becomes rather inaccessible to simple measurements of his
cardiovascular and pulmonary system. In other words, he becomes a black
box. However, the more recent techniques pioneered by Kooyman �981! and
Zapol �986! on free diving Weddell seals in Antarctica promise a new tool
which could also be applied to man in obtaining blood samples, heart rate,
and continuous records of diving velocities during repeated dives as well
as at the surface. The other new tool is that of treating the diver as a
closed black box and using the computer to calculate the 02, C02, and
N2 changes in the lunq, blood, and tissues during descent and ascent. Such



results will be di.scussed in this Symposium.

Today marks the second International Symposium devoted to breath-hold
diving, and thi.s will bring us up to date on all the new insights that have
been gained during the last twenty years.
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YON TRIELEBEN'S OBEYING BELL
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Fig. l. rhe Warship Vasa �!.

At the beginning of the l7th
century 5~eden controlled most of the
f!altic Sea and occupied much of the
surrounding land. King Gustav 11 Adolf
of Sweden expressed the view that Next
to God the welfare of Sweden depends on
her Navy. Building small ships is only
a wast.e of young trees.' with these
concepts in mind he ordered many ships,
one of which was the Vase. This ship,
vhich was launched in 1627, was 5U
�65 feet! long and displaced 1300 tons
 Fig. 1! . After being fitted, she set
sail on August 10, 1628 against a

light breese from the south
south-vest. In a few hundred meters a
sudden squall forced her to heel over
so far to port that the water flooded
in through the lover cannon ports...
The Vase went down with sails up and
flags flying �!. In 1956 Anders
Pransen located the remains of the
ship. Its restoration is an interesting
story, in itself, and a visit to the
specially constructed Vase museum in
Stockholm is a rewarding experience.

At the time of the sinking and for
several years ther'eafter the location
the Vase was well known. In 1664, 36
yearS after the Cataatrophe, Sane
Albreckt von Treileben of Sweden and
Andreas Peckell, a German salvage
expert, recovered most of the 64 cannon
on board. The heavier cannon weighed
between one and tvo tons. An Italian
prieat, PranCeSCo Neqri, traVeling
through the area on his vay to the
North Cape, described the procedure in
his book, Viagqio Settentrionale
published in 1700 at Psdua. The divers
vore leather' suits and descended in a
diving bel.l  Fiq. 2!. They use& various
tools on the ends of 2 e poles to free
the cannon and to secure lines vith
which they were hauled to the surface
 Piq. 3!. The usual diving time was 15
minutes.

A reproduction of the diving bell
constructed from descriptions given by
marten Trievald in his book Kosten att
lefwa under vatn �! is on display at
the vase Nuseum in Stockholm. It is
conical, measures 1.22 m in height, and
has a bottom circumference of 1.06 m.

Fig. 2. von Treileben's diving bell �!

Pig. 3. implements oaed for salvage work �!



total air volume of c.he tel 1 is 533
If it were assumed t.hat the diver

was l. 5 m tall, the top of his head
would be gust below the top of the
bell. As he was lowered to the ~reck
which lay at 30 m, the level of water
~ould rise to just over half the height
of the bell  Fig, 4! . It is dif f icult
to imagine how the divers did any
use f ul work vi th the tools depicted. In
addition there is lic.tie or no light at
the bottom of the silted Stockholm
Harbor, and t.he temperature is a
constant 4 C throughout the year.
Revert.hei.ess, almost all of the cannon
were recovered.

From the physiologic view this
type of diving can be considered
breath-hold diving. The usual
breath-hold diver makes an inspiration,
suspends ventilat.ion, and goes below
the surface. In effect, the diver takes
a limited supply of air for use during
the period of apnea. Although the
supply of air is larger for the worker
in the bell than that for the usual
breath-hald diver, it is limited.
Assuming that the worker's oxygen
consumption was about 1 1/min, the
exchange ratio was .8, and that all of
the CO2 produced would be expired, it
can be calculated that the p CO2 in the
bell would rise to about 80 torr at the
end of 8 15 minute work period at 30 m.
However, as the P CO2 increased some of
the C02 would bf' stored and vould not
appear in the air space of the diving
bell. Therefore, it is unlikely that
the P C02 would rise to 80 torr.

It might be interesting to repeat
this 250 year old type of breath-hold
diving and to utilise some of our
modern capacities for gas analysis and
simulated diving. Varying the depths
and the external volumes Should provide
results vith which to test some of the
reCent eathematiCal eadela whiCh
predict gas exchanges and partial
pressures.

It is tempting the conclude that
the increase of the CO2 might have been
the major factor limiting the diving
time under these conditions. On the
other hand, in 4 C water the diver
vould lose considerable body heat even
in 15 minutes. Kang et al �! found
that the Korean Ama's working time
during the ~inter months when the water
was 10 C averaged 16 minutes. A,t alL
times of the year the working time
related directly to the water
temperature. FOr the Ama the limits of
the working time were dictated by the
Loss of body heat, and the same might
haVe been true fOr the SalVage wOrkere
on the Vase.
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Fig. 4. Calculated level of the water inside the
diving bell at different depths.

Heing a diving bell tO salvage the
cannon from the Vase was a tremendous
feat. In the Ama Symposium in 1965 and
the cur rent meeting there have been
many papers concerned with gas
exchanges during breath hold diving.
Ho~ever, most discussions have been
limited to the diver who makes a large
inspiration and has this air supply for
the dive. Reconsideration of the older
techniques vhich employed the diving
bell might be an interesting extension
of breath-hold diving to explore.
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Discussion following Dr. Craig's presentation

You had about 100 liters of oxygen in that bell at the
surface and you were using it up at l liter per minute according to
your protocol> so there was more than enough oxygen at 4 atmospheres
They were actually breathing inspired oxygen tensions equivalent to 8O
percent~ and so it seems to me there was no problem in terms of
oxygen.

Dr. Craig: I didn't see any problem.

Dr. Rahn: And if I make similar calculations for CO2< there really
isn't much of a CO2 problem.

Dr. Craig: Well> if you assume that all the C02 s expired in the
atmosphere', i"ght get up to 70 torr, but you have to partition the
CO between two compartments: the body and the atmosphere, and I think
this is an interesting problem.
Dr. Elsner: There is also a third compartment, that is the CO2
dissolved in the water.

Dr. Rahn: So you think the problem was body temperature.

Dr. Craig: I don't know. I just opened the problem.

Dr, Rabn: Any indication of the lights that they used'P

Dr. Craig: No indications of any lights. In the Stockholm harbor
when you stir up the silt you get zero visibility. I just don't see
how they did the job. But they brought. up almost all of the cannon.
During the salvage procedures they never used lights for anything.
They did everything by feel.

Hong: It is inconceivable that they could stay 15 minutes in 4 C
water. The Ama tolerate 10 C water for 16 minutes.

Dr. Craig: They had some clothing protection.

Siesjo: Was there any special reason why they worked in water of
C? Even in Sweden there are a f ew weeks when the temperature gets

higher'

Dr. Craig: Not at 30 meters of depth.

Dr ~ Elsner: How did they actually do the work? Did they take a
breat" inside the bell and go outside and work, then go back inside

or did they manage to stay inside the bell and still
perform the outside works

re Craig'- I don't know. The book that describes this is in old
wedish and this information may be in that book.



Discussion following Dr. Craig's presentation

Dr. Perrigno: Dr. Craig, you showed an elephant seal.. Does this diving
mammal have a sphincter in his inferior vena cavan

Dr Elsner: There is a very well def ined muscular sphincter in the
inferior vena cava just above the diaphragm and from some other
studies we did in a different species we have some idea of the
occurrence of a partial constriction of that sphincter during diving.
It appears that the flow of blood from the inferior vena cava passing
through that sphincter takes place at a very sluggish rate during the
dive.

Dr. Lanphier: In preparing for this workshop I went through my old
files on the subject and I discovered among many other things a letter
that I had wri tten to Dr. Craig shor tly af ter publication of his
"Fennology" paper, tr'ying desperately to call his attention to the
fact that residual volumes as ordinarily measured are essentially
irrelevant with regard to the depth of breath-hold diving. I don' t
think that there is time to discuss the matter at the moment, so we
will let it stand as an apple of discord on the table and hope we can
get back to it. Because I think it is awfully important.

Dr. Craig: May I make a comment about that'P I do remember the
letter. The residual volume that we used was measured by the
technique Dr. Rahn et al. and I think that it was a pretty good
technique. In addition, we tried to express f urther air af ter
expiring to minimal volume. One method of doing it was taking one of
the surgica3. abdominal binders and putting it around the thorax, and
then having two strong students stand on either side and pull until
the subject raised his hand to stop. He could get out about 200 ml
more. An alternative method was to breath out. to residual volume and
hold a tube in the mouth that was connected to a water/ai r system.
With this you could suddenly exert a negative pressure of 20 cm 820 at
the mouth and see if you got out anymore volume. Now I know you are
going to say that the airways were closed, but we could under those
conditions get out only 200 ml. So we made an attempt to see if we
were at residual volume. Now of course I realize what you would say<
"those techniques are not good because of the airways closure and you
can't get the air volume out but you can still compress it".

Dr Xanphier: Yes, that is exactly it. I admire your attempt to get
around it, but there isn't a way to get around it, except by measuring
it by a method involving compression.

Dr. Craig: Which is the body box.

Dr I anphier: Yes, under increased pressure, and I don't think
anybody has done that.

Dr. Craig: Wel3., with the body plethysmograph the defined residual
volume is the same as with other methods.

Dr. Lanphier: You do that by going to FRC and substracting what you
can exhale, but that is limited by airway c3.osure and so on. I think



it is an area af discord and we don't have time to talk about it.

Dr. Hang: What is the maximal amount of blood that can be shi fteQ
into the thorax during diving? It seems to increase every year
indicated by the increase in diving depths. Also, can we train diver>
to increase the volume of blood shift into the thorax?

Dr. Craig: I would like ta think that they haven't yet reached the
limit af the amount of blood that can be shifted. Some technique>
can be useful. For instance, if I were going to attempt a record
breath-hald dive, I would start out of the water, not in water.
also remember that at those depths the changes in volume becom~
relatively smaller. I think the limit will be reached when one of
these record breath-hold divers comes up coughing blood.

Dr. hrnold: If, as Dr. Craig suggested, we have a blood exchange i~
the thoracic cavity explaining the ability to tolerate the great
depths, the blood in a seal would be in the inferior vena cava/ whicg
is well adapted ta have a quick venous return. However, in a human
there may be the bronchial arterial blood which is not as readi]y
available to venous return. If that's true and if thoracic pressure,
increases quickly, venous return may be substantially compromised,

Dr. Lundgren: I wauld like to draw your att.ention to the fact that
the work that Dr. Ferrigno will present addresses precisely
problem, that is, the importance of intrathoracic pressure changes
with depth for cardiac function.
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